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DISKEEPER DISKEEPER DISKEEPER DISKEEPER HELPS YOU SAVE MONEYHELPS YOU SAVE MONEYHELPS YOU SAVE MONEYHELPS YOU SAVE MONEY    

    
“Diskeeper is always an absolutely essential investment. For the peace of mind I get, not to mention 
the awesome added bonus of one thing permanently removed from my ‘worry list’, the cost to value 
ratio is phenomenal. 

 
“When it comes to disk fragmentation and all of the associated problems in server performance, 
Diskeeper is the ONLY solution. Without the slightest exaggeration, I don't even think about the 
fragmentation state of any disk on any system once Diskeeper is installed. The "Set It and Forget It" 
functionality is exactly what's promised. This product works as it always does....flawlessly. Diskeeper 
is definitely a vital tool.” 
 
FrFrFrFrank Costa, Network Administrator, Santa Maria Joint Union High School Districtank Costa, Network Administrator, Santa Maria Joint Union High School Districtank Costa, Network Administrator, Santa Maria Joint Union High School Districtank Costa, Network Administrator, Santa Maria Joint Union High School District    
    
    
“Diskeeper optimization has returned over $100,000 per annum in measurable productivity gains to 
our business by the time savings and increased systems reliability, which made our investment in 
this technology viable, when you take into consideration that we only pay a small fraction of that per 
year, you get the kind of math we can all agree upon.” 
 
Patrick Blanche, Patrick Blanche, Patrick Blanche, Patrick Blanche, Director of Technology, Hobbs+Black ArchitectsDirector of Technology, Hobbs+Black ArchitectsDirector of Technology, Hobbs+Black ArchitectsDirector of Technology, Hobbs+Black Architects    
    
 
“Diskeeper indeed provided the ROI we expected. We are very satisfied. It always proved to be a 
valuable product for transparent defrag and overall performance. Prior to installing Diskeeper our 
systems were almost unresponsive. The deployment was easy; it is a fine product that we rely upon.   
 
“The Automatic defrag does not take any visible resources, which is really appreciated. The 
automatic defrag also helps overall performance greatly on files system access. One of the folders 
has millions of files in it with no subfolders and it was almost inaccessible before the Diskeeper 
implementation due to the fragmentation level being very high.” 
 
MarcMarcMarcMarc----Andre Cabana, Network Administrator, AutodeskAndre Cabana, Network Administrator, AutodeskAndre Cabana, Network Administrator, AutodeskAndre Cabana, Network Administrator, Autodesk                                #890 Fortune list#890 Fortune list#890 Fortune list#890 Fortune list    
    
  
“We had several servers experiencing a variety of performance problems. Knowing that a severely 
fragmented hard drive can lead to performance problems, we had to free up drive space. We 
employed Diskeeper to handle the severely fragmented drive. Now, our servers are all running quite 
satisfactorily with drastically improved performance. 
 
“Diskeeper is certainly a critical element. Diskeeper continually maintains a defragmented drive 
thereby maximizing read/write times, thus server performance is maximized. Quite frankly, we 
looked at replacing our main file server at the cost of several thousands of dollars, but we have been 
able to table that expense due to the resolved issues.” 
 
John Hallford, Information Technology Director, First Baptist Church, CarrolltonJohn Hallford, Information Technology Director, First Baptist Church, CarrolltonJohn Hallford, Information Technology Director, First Baptist Church, CarrolltonJohn Hallford, Information Technology Director, First Baptist Church, Carrollton    
    


